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How to Best Organize Your Team
There’s a variety of team members that circulate around campaigns, and also a variety of ways they can be
organized, depending on the level of campaign you are running. But, before we discuss that, let’s discuss how
YOU fit in. In many campaigns, the candidate is the “media figurehead”, but the team around them runs the
entire show. In good situations, the candidate and the team is synched enough that the personality of the candidate can come through and the campaign can make a splash. But in bad situations, the team overshadows the
candidate, and smothers their personality and message to the point where the person can’t be seen anymore.
Don’t let your team restrict your access to be you, real, vulnerable and funny (if that is your style). They can
take their cues from you, but they can’t take your personality. Make sure they know that.
Now, onto hiring your team. It makes sense to review the types of team members you will need first, and
then we can examine some organization charts that show how these team members can be organized for maximum success within your run. For simplicity, we broke these organization charts into three sizes. Despite the
fact that we broke out five campaign sizes earlier in this document, there is less change around org charts then
there is around tool stacks. The small campaign organization chart corresponds to band one campaigns. The
medium organization chart corresponds to bands two and three. The large organization chart corresponds to
bands four and five.

Team Components
Here’s an overview of the most important team members that are needed within most campaigns.
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As we will talk about in the following section, there’s a variety of roles that at the smaller campaign level are
covered via a contractor or consulting agency at medium and small campaign sizes to protect costs that blow
out to become real director roles in large campaigns.

Best Teams for Digitally Informed Campaigns
Our Staffing Guide and Campaign Organizational Charts were created as guidelines to assist in the
thought-process behind building your campaign staff and infrastructure. It is encouraged for every campaign
manager and candidate to understand the uniqueness of their campaign and adjust the staffing to best address
the strengths and weaknesses; these are just general templates to give you a framework. You can access the Staffing Guide here. The guide is divided into the campaign departments with each position designated if it would
be needed on all campaigns, medium-sized campaigns, or just large campaigns.
Now let’s talk about organizational charts. For the basic staffing structure for a small campaign, or a campaign in band one as per our campaign size breakouts (local school board or county level,) please reference the
graphic below.

This is how a small campaign at the school board or county level is designed in terms of leadership, from
the top to the bottom. It might be too large if you are running for a simple school board race, so bear in mind-this is just to give you a snapshot as the race you are running now is likely not the only one you will run in your
lifetime.
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As you can see, the candidate is always at the top, but really it’s the Campaign Manager that makes the
decisions for the team. This person has a Treasurer that is often parallel to them, with light reporting role to the
candidate sometimes as well. Under the Campaign Manager you have: a Legal consultant, a Digital consultant,
a Field Director, who has Field organizers under them, and a Finance Director or consultant that also might
report to the Treasurer. Every small campaign is different! But, if you are going in with no idea, here is a great
place to start, and remember, everyone will be taking your cues from you.
In all levels, how do you begin your hiring? Start with the basics. What a lot of candidates know is that you
don’t start at the beginning with a campaign manager. There is a step before that. The first two positions that
a campaign will need to fill are the Treasurer and Legal Counsel. Most campaigns are legally obligated to have
a Treasurer and that person’s name will appear alongside the candidates on most official campaign filings and
paperwork. By law, the treasurer is responsible for the campaign’s record keeping and report filings, but often
times the campaign treasurer position is symbolic and the actual accounting is outsourced to professionals. For
that reason, the Treasurer position is often filled by a volunteer with a personal relationship with the candidate.
It is beneficial to have a lawyer review the campaign filings and committee formation to make sure everything
is done properly. A lawyer is not required to be on retainer for most small campaigns though. Most training
programs will walk you through the basics of this hiring.
The next two positions you need to fill are Campaign Manager and Finance Director (or consultant). Getting your campaign fundraising going needs to be a candidate’s top focus early on. If your Campaign Manager
is able to handle the fundraising initially, they should be your first hire. If this is not the case, consider hiring a
Finance Director before the campaign manager. In fact, many large sized campaigns will have multiple fundraisers on board by the time a campaign manager is hired. Again, most basic training courses will cover this
area, and give you leads as to how to find hires in your area.
Once you have all this in place, it’s time to bring in your Digital consultant, and at the largest level, a Digital
Director. A Digital consultant is essential for small and medium campaigns, and only at the largest levels will
be offset with an internal team. This is especially true if the campaign’s finance director is too busy with eventbased and call time fundraising to focus on digital fundraising and outreach. We’re going to “pull back the veil,’
however, later in this guide, on what digital firms offer, and show you what they do behind the scenes, so that
you might be able to take some of it on yourself and offset your cost.
The last hiring steps is to hire on a Field Director and as many Field Organizers as your budget will allow.
This is the crew that uses field tools to make calls, send texts, knock on doors and get your name out in the community as far and as wide as possible.
In small campaigns, each employee will wear a lot of hats. As campaigns increase in size, so will the number
of departments, as well as, the number of specified positions within each of those departments. For example, the
Campaign Manager of a small campaign will act as the campaign’s Policy and Political Directors when each of
those positions on a large Senate campaign would have their own departments. Across all levels of campaigns,
it is crucial to remember that interns are your best friends. Campaigns should focus on building internship
programs that can plug young, motivated workers in all different departments across the campaign. Also, small
and medium campaigns by far and large rely on consultants for legal, communications, digital and similar, because hiring firms offsets the high cost of having experienced, in-house team members.
As campaigns grow, the early staff are able to begin to shed some of the many hats they have been wearing.
Responsibilities such as research, communications, and digital might start to their own staff, as well as additional consultants to handle mail and polling amongst others. Here is a look at a medium-sized campaign’s org
chart. This chart corresponds to bands two and three of the campaign sizes broken out earlier in this document.
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In other words, aldermanic levels, small mayorals and some of the smaller statewide races in less competitive
states.

You will notice that still at this level, it’s rare that a Digital director be hired. At this level, a Digital consultant is still used because that is more cost effective than actually paying for the headcount costs of adding
someone to the team. In this size of campaign, also, at the largest levels you might see digital, legal and communications areas flip over to full-time staff, but for now, they are likely still consultants.
When it comes to how to incorporate a Digital team into large campaigns, they can be organized in two
different ways. A recent development amongst some campaign structures includes placing digital staff “embeds” within fundraising, communications, and field departments. “Embeds” just refers to people hired and
embedded within a department. In other words, people in each department are placed carefully to report back
to Digital, so that nobody gets tangled up when trying to share data across tools. This structure allows each department to have a staffer with digital expertise while the Digital Director manages the macro digital program,
data/targeting, and budgeting. Individual responsibilities for each department embed are summarized in the
staffing guide. This is one way to organize your Digital team within a large campaign, or a campaign at bands
four or five in the size breakouts we mentioned before.
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But, because there are various ways to do this, here is the other common contemporary way to incorporate Digital into a large campaign. In this org chart, you can structure the staff with a more traditional digital
department where the Digital Director works with the digital consulting firm while having digital assistant(s)
within the department that can be directed to work on projects that benefit the other departments. Take a look
here for a band four or five campaign org chart without digital “embeds” just to compare:
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Again, there is no “right” or “wrong” way to do this, but we wanted you to see some organization so that
when you do have the make the call on your campaign structure, YOU are in charge and understanding things
from the get-go, vs. your campaign arranging it all for you (and perhaps arranging it all in a way that is not optimal from a digital perspective.) These charts can operate as a guide as you win your races and move on to win
larger and higher seats. The Management Center helps leaders working for social change in the areas of team
organization and management, and can provide more detail if you need it here.
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